
Quotations from other works that I have written
(Including supporting documentation from other sources)

The following five groups of quotations are in numerical order of what I consider to 
be of the greatest immediate interest to my readers

1]

“I suggest that my comprehensive concept of the inseparability of all that ‘IS’, is a 
clearer more meaningful way in order to understand universal reality than non-local 
theory as postulated by the Standard Model of quantum theory.”

“I say without the (now proven by experiment) implicit continuum of non-locality 
(also ‘embracing’ quantum entanglement theory) the universe as we understand it to 
be would not exist or work in the manner that it does. In my opinion it is far more 
important to prove that non-locality is real than to say that it is merely an important 
feature of quantum theory.”

“When I talk about my concept of a dual universal implicit and explicit continuum 
with respect to all that ‘IS’. I am also saying that the implicit (non-local) continuum 
has its own sense of meaning and purpose because it is not only aware of itself but 
also all things and events taking place within it as well. It is because of this that I 
believe that my concept of non-locality is more profound and descriptively inclusive 
than informationally talked about within the Standard Model of Quantum theory.”

“Both quantum entanglement and non-locality theories have been repeatedly tested 
by experiment so as to exclude any possibility of their being (physically related) local
affects that could be causal to the affect of non causal influences in the universe such 
as quantum entanglement and non-locality. In other words both of these universal 
implicit phenomenon are at odds with both of Einstein’s theories of Special and 
General Relativity as they are currently described and explained by contemporary 
physicists. This is because both relativity models ignore my concept of a [non-local] 
implicit continuum. This is a continuum that also may be seen as nature.”

2]

“My concept of an implicit continuum ‘orchestrates’ the universe to explicitly act in 
the manner that it does. It is for these reasons that I have joined entanglement and 
non-locality theory in the Standard Model so as to become a single non-locality 
(implicit continuum) theory.”

“The reason why the two recent experiments relating to the proof that non-locality is 
real because they are claimed by physicists to prove beyond reasonable doubt that 
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Einstein’s theory that changes on one physical system. Einstein’s theories say objects 
and events related to these objects that should have no immediate influence on a 
spatially separated system. This is as such as those in the holistic universe that I have 
described. These words are saying that all things and events in the universe are 
inseparable! This also means that well defined units and regions of Einstein’s space 
time is impossible as is claimed in the Special relativity model.”

“I say that the entangled phenomena originating from the Big Bang remain in the 
entangled form today as it did at the point of the explosion itself. If it was possible for
us to observe and experience the holistic universal world around us I believe that we 
would clearly see that there is both an implicit and explicit continuum in the universe.
Furthermore we would see and experience things and events relating to these two 
continuum’s and then know how the universe works in the manner that it does. This 
includes how we implicitly and explicitly ‘fit’ into the universe as well. This 
divisibility of all that is implicit and explicit in the universe also includes the implicit 
and explicit manner in which we think and employ language and make decisions (or 
not) to act and behave in the manner that we do.”

“In other words I am saying that two different ‘types’ of non-local phenomenon are 
involved in such situations. One is quantum entanglement theory that demonstrates 
that all things (objects such as particles) are somehow entangled to each other and the
other one is that all ‘things’ know what all other things and events (phenomenon, 
action and movement) are doing at any location of the universe in an instant.”

3]

“These are the reasons why I consider my words in this paper as being more than just 
a theory. I see them as providing a useful line of thinking that clearly point to how all 
things and associated events work in the manner that they do in the universe, and 
more importantly, why it works in the manner that it does. It is only by 
‘underpinning’ the wider universal system with sub quantum mechanics 
(informational legs) that can help science to do this.”

“I say that it is time for science to acknowledge that all things and events (including 
at the sub quantum mechanics level) can be seen as the single implicit continuum of 
the holistic universe. This implicit continuum is from where all explicit material 
things and associated events related thereto ‘happen’ and behave in the manner that 
they do. This is by treating non-locality on its own as being the universal continuum 
would mean the same thing because it brings to account the holistic connectedness of 
all things and events anyway.”
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“I say that although quantum theory is an important tool in the understanding and 
meaning of classical physics and how it works but it does not realistically support 
either of Einstein’s models because it fails to understand and attempt to define 
fundamental principles of holistic implicit nature. This is the (without space time) 
universal reality we know about and experience to be.”

“I say that these same ‘inclinations’ to operate in the single system of the universe 
also apply at the sub quantum mechanics level as well. In this sub world of quantum 
theory (a layer of deep physics that gives quantum mechanics meaning in the manner 
that it does) I say that it is disturbances and sensations of undetectable implicit (non-
local) ‘waves’ that are the legs of quantum theory. Quantum theory describes things 
and events in relationship to these legs.”

4]

The two key experiments that are supporting my idea that there is a non-local 
implicit continuum in the universe. You will notice in these two instances where I 
have briefly described what the everyday implications of these two experiments 
might mean.

Testing Local Realism into the Past without Detection and Locality Loopholes

Extract quotations from the original published text as presented earlier in the 
principle body of this presentation:

“…conclusion, we perform a null hypothesis test which rejects local hidden variable 
models taking place as early as 11 years before the experiment with high confidence. 
Looking into the future, our experiment may serve as a benchmark to progressively 
rule out local hidden variable models deep into the cosmic history…”

“The same system may also help to examine the hypothesis for human free choice [3, 
6, 8, 52, 68–71] and gravitational effect [72, 73] and to address collapse locality 
loophole [74–77].”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.07653

My comments:

What the experiment above is saying is that the physicists conducting the experiment 
could find no local (mechanical) reason that were causal to their experimental 
findings. This means that non-locality in some way “influenced” certain things to 
happen in the manner that they did. Also note the reference to non-locality being 
possibly involved in free choice as it relates to human beings. In other words non-
locality is in my opinion the dominant “player” in not only explaining all things and 
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events going on around us, but also in the manner that we make decisions and 
therefore behave in the manner that we do.

Cosmic Bell Test using Random Measurement Settings from High-Redshift Quasars

Extract quotations from the original published text:

“…We have therefore dramatically limited the space-time regions from which local-
realist mechanisms could have affected the outcome of our experiment to early in the 
history of our universe. To constrain such models further, one could use other 
physical signals to set detector settings, such as patches of the cosmic microwave 
background radiation (CMB), or even primordial neutrinos or gravitational waves, 
thereby constraining such models all the way back to the big bang—or perhaps even 
earlier, into a phase of early-universe inflation [31, 38]. Such extreme tests might 
ultimately prove relevant to the question of whether quantum entanglement 
undergirds the emergence of space-time itself.”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05966

My comments:

The outcomes of this experiment are similar to those in experiment one. However, 
that the physicists conducting the experiment make mention of the possibility that 
quantum entanglement [I say non-locality] is a key player in the emergence of 
space-time. This is similar to my concept of a non-local (entangled) Big Bang 
causing the rise of new forces, influences and affects pertinent to the construction of 
our early universe. It also provides a pointer as to why my concept of an explicit 
continuum is “swimming” in the implicit conditions that existed prior to the Big 
Bang. Furthermore this also gives the explicit continuum some sort of meaning and 
an explainable sense of purpose.

5]

An experiment with silicon droplets that supports my theories

Quote:

“So we are a holistic implicit system that is one that is interconnected at both the 
quantum and sub quantum mechanics level. This violates Einstein’s theory of local 
realism so we have two frames of realism. The explicit realism we can observe and 
measure whereas the implicit realism we cannot. This is demonstrated by the silicon 
and water experiment as well as that it is at its deepest level it is not possible.”

A quotation from this experiment:
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“In principle, however, the pilot-wave theory (another type of description of my 
implicit continuum idea) is deterministic: The future evolves dynamically from the 
past, so that, if the exact state of all the particles in the universe were known at a
given instant, their states at all future times could be calculated.

In each test, the droplet wends a chaotic path that, over time, builds up the same 
statistical distribution in the fluid system as that expected of particles at the quantum 
scale. But rather than resulting from indefiniteness or a lack of reality, these 
quantum-like effects are driven, according to the researchers, by “path 
memory.”* Every bounce of the droplet leaves a mark in the form of ripples, and 
these ripples chaotically but deterministically influence the droplet’s future bounces 
and lead to quantum-like statistical outcomes. The more path memory a given fluid 
exhibits — that is, the less its ripples dissipate — the crisper and more quantum-like 
the statistics become. “Memory generates chaos, which we need to get the right 
probabilities,” Couder explained. “We see path memory clearly in our system. It 
doesn’t necessarily mean it exists in quantum objects, it just suggests it would be
possible.”…”

* I say that this path memory is a condition of sub-quantum mechanics influences 
that are the foundation stones of my implicit and explicit modelling beliefs.

Source: https://www.quantamagazine.org/fluid-experiments-support-deterministic-
pilot-wave-quantum-theory-20140624/

Note: As a concept scientist I copiously write about science related ideas that I feel 
might interest my readers. There are bound to be informational errors in my work of 
one kind or another. For this reason please treat this presentation as being a line of 
thinking.
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